Libraries offer more than materials. They are connectors that bring communities together with relevant resources. At the Lloyd Library, you can learn about area college courses in botanical illustration and ethnobotany. Groups ranging from garden clubs to art classes to environmental scientists come to the Lloyd for customized tours. We look forward to your next visit and serving as your botanical connection.

This Saturday: Spice Up Your Writing Workshop

There are still a few spots left for this Saturday's writing workshop. Discover how writing in this space, surrounded by botanical illustrations dating to the 1600s, can boost your creative process. Join us and spice up your writing using techniques with presenter Annette Januzzi Wick from Women Writing for (a) Change.

Reservations required. Tuition: $35; limit 15. Visit womenwriting.org or call (513) 272-1171.

Coming Soon...Spring Cannabis Exhibit

Our spring exhibit is in the works. The Lloyd will partner with The Cannabis Museum of Athens, OH to explore the history of medicinal cannabis through antique pharmacy artifacts, combined with historical botanical illustrations, and trade and medical publications from our own collections. Watch for details to come!

Sharing Soup Recipes Old and New

Our Serving Soup event is sold out, but we're offering a limited-edition set of recipes from the soup panelists, plus a 1705 recipe for "Pease Porrage," as
heard in the nursery rhyme. Starting February 1, the first 30 visitors to the Lloyd will receive on request a set of all four recipe cards.

View all our upcoming events here

Lloyd Library & Museum | 513-721-3707 | contact@lloydlibrary.org | 917 Plum St. Cincinnati, OH 45202
Hours: 9:00-4:00, Monday through Friday and 3rd Saturday of the month
Visit www.lloydlibrary.org for complete list of hours.

The Lloyd Library will be closed on February 18 in observance of Presidents Day

Stay Connected
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